DIGITAL FUTURES

SERVICES

SUPPORT
Contact us for support with materials development for vUWS and production of other digital content including multimedia, interactive resources and graphics.

CONSULTATION
For advice on student engagement in digital, blended and online worlds, our Learning Science, User Experience, Rich Media and Ed Tech teams help you apply evidence-based approaches to improve student engagement and success.

Let us know if you need more support in using Technology-Enabled Learning (TEL) in your teaching.

CHANNELS

VISIT OUR RESOURCE WEBSITES

1. Digital Futures
   https://dft.westernsydney.edu.au

2. vUWS Support
   https://dft.westernsydney.edu.au/support

3. Technology Enabled Learning (TEL)
   https://dft.westernsydney.edu.au/tel

NEED A LITTLE MORE HELP?
Email us:
dft@westernsydney.edu.au

HAVE A DETAILED REQUEST?
Speak with one of our Digital Consultants.

SCHOOL WIDE INITIATIVES
For large scale partnerships have your Dean or nominee contact the PVC
Digital Futures.